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Products for Agencies and Suppliers 
House of Flags, one of the UK’s leading suppliers of custom flags, national
flags, banners, roll up banners, bunting and promotional displays.
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Visually Effective Solutions...
At House of Flags we understand how important it is to present your  
brand in a professional manner that shouts quality.

House of Flags can supply you with Flags, Flagpoles and many  
bespoke products for any business.

With short lead times, quick reliable delivery services and competitive  
pricing of high quality products.

Call our Birmingham office to discuss your requirements  
with our account managers.

Tel: 0121 773 6789

We proudly supply Flags, Banners and Promotional items to...

MANUFACTURED
IN THE UK
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Our power display range is a collection 
of high impact, eye catching flags ideal 
for short term promotions or events.

These easily assembled displays can be 
positioned in seconds and with many 
base options to choose from could be 
used anywhere.

Can be fitted with a spinner which will 
ensure your flag rotates with the wind so 
your advertising messages stays visible.

   Double sided option available, so your message is visual from both sides

   Transportation bag supplied with selected products

   To maximise the size of your branding message you  
 can also  print on the sleeve.

Sizes:   

Feather  1.7m x 0.54m 2.3m x 0.65m 3.25m x 0.8m 4.5m x 0.8m 5.3m x 0.8m 

Tear  1.5m x 0.66m 1.95m x 0.8m 2.70m x 1.07m 3.6m x 1.2m 

Port  1.7m x 0.7m 2.6m x 0.7m 3.7m x 0.7m 

Fin 1.7m x 0.54m 2.3m x 0.65m 3.25m x 0.8m 4.5m x 0.8m 5.3m x 0.8m 

Small  Medium  Large  XLarge  XXLarge

Feather                      Tear                          Port              Fin  

4 Shapes

Easy Assembled

Quality Assured 
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Our new ‘contoured’ power flags can be shaped to suit your design giving you a short term promotional 
display as unique as your campaign. 

Choose from small, medium or large sizes, all of which are printed single sided onto knitted  
polyester with a mirror image on the reverse.

Versatile, eye-catching and with our unique 360° rotation feature your design will be on display  
all of the time. The spinner ensures that the flag moves with the wind, rather than battling  
against it, giving a longer flag life.

 Digitally printed, single sided flags 

 Lightweight 

 Multiple base options available to suit  
 various surfaces 

 Robust fibreglass poles  

 Spinner included with any base option

Spinner included
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Aluminium Poles

Our ‘show home flagpoles’ are ideal for brand promotion in any retail space or Head 
office location.

When used alongside our rotating banner arm attachment, your flag and messages 
are visible at all times. In addition to the banner arm, we have a range of finishes and 
attachments which allow you to customise your show home pole and display your 
image professionally.

Glass Reinforced Poles

Our range of glass reinforced poles (GRP) 
are ideal for creating a premium feel to your 
display. As well as looking great, GRP poles are 
strengthened for use in exposed environments, 
and are finished with a stain-resistant coating, 
providing you with a premier finish. 

These poles can be painted to reflect your 
individual brand colour, and finished with an 
assortment of halyards and banner arms as 
required. 

Available in a range of heights from 6m to 12m
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Our independent banner arm has been 
developed to ensure requisite support of 
portrait banners.

The structure created by the arm guarantees 
the flag is supported and displayed correctly, 
creating assurance that your message will be 
displayed properly.

Lamp post Flexi Arm Banner

Do you have an exposed location and a lamp 
post to dress? Our Flexi arm is ideal for these 
types of locations.

   Made from UV treated fibre glass which is  
 extremely flexible 

   3 available widths so you can choose which is best 
 for your lamppost

   Fixes securely to the post with a universal  

 fitting band.

Lampost Flexi Arm Banners

Banner Arms
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Our auto pole range has been developed by our research and 
development team with the Automotive trade in mind and 
provides dealerships with the best display solution for their 
forecourts.

We offer a complete kit solution which includes a robust and 
durable aluminium auto pole, banner arm (either curved or 
straight), car base plate and flag weight.

We sell our auto poles with a pre-curved arm, giving the fresh 
look of a power display with added durability for long term 
displays.

    Available for next day delivery*

    Three height options available

    Quick to assemble and position

    Supplied as a one piece pole set to keep  
              the poles looking fresher for longer**

Stock storage available for bulk orders with smaller quantities 
being dispatched when required.

* subject to availability ** two piece set also available
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Angled poles and flags are a great way of promoting your 
business areas with limited ground space, and allow your 
message to be seen from a distance.

Our Anti-Furl Device

Comprises of a fibre batten which is sewn in to a sleeve 
on the short edge of the flag. This helps prevent your flag 
wrapping around the pole

flag without  
Antifurl

flag with  
Antifurl

   Can be made to meet specific requirements

   Option of having your image reading correctly  
               from both sides of the flag (mirrored image) 

   Wide range of substrates to suit the look you need

   Standard 45° and 35° angle from the vertical  
               (other angles are available upon request)

   Choose from GRP or aluminium flagpoles

   Various sizes available
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Our External free standing flagpoles

The external free standing pole is suitable for use at 
any outdoor event as directional signage or to promote 
your branding and create a strong promotional 
presence.

Supplied as a set which includes one piece pole, a 1m 
rotating banner arm, flag weight, 3 x cable ties and 
base which once filled with water becomes a sturdy 
stand for your display.

Sizes: 2.5m, 3.0m, 3.5m, 4.0m - Bespoke sizes are available on request

Giant Flagpoles

Our giant flagpoles are ideal for outdoor 
events, exhibitions, trade shows and 
motor sports fixtures. This 5.4m flagpole 
is designed to display portrait flags of up to 
4.1m, providing you with a giant canvas with 
vast display potential for your advertising.

Supplied with a robust parasol base, 
once filled with water, the giant flag poles 
withstand the elements at outdoor events 
and prove to be reliable display solutions that 
draw attention from far away.

    Lightweight and easy to transport

    Easily interchangeable flags 

Sizes: Maximum height 5400mm 

Base: 800mm x 800mm
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Brighten up your event with our range of festival flags.

Standing at an impressive nine metres, these tower above 
the crowd and enhance the festival spirit as they rustle in 
the breeze. Made from Ripstop Nylon material and with 
eight vibrant colours to choose from, this light weight fabric 
is ideal for decorating the arena, stage or VIP areas. 

Our Festival flags can measure up to 1.2 meters by 4.8 
meters in size, so a great area to get creative with your 
branding.

If you need a new design why not contact out design 
agency housegraphics.co.uk who will be able to help you.

Need some advise call our teams of account mangers 
across the country to give you advice.

Which colour will you be choosing?
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 Perfect for large scale events and festivals

 Full briefing on what is required

 Full installation service

 Dismantle and removable service

 Experienced installation team are on hand to support you

  Product location support

Hiring is a cost effective way of creating an impact with products that you may 
only need to use once.

Our hire service is second to none with our experienced installations team on 
hand to guide you through any health and safety issues and to manage the 
whole process enabling you to focus on the organisation of the event.
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Sewn Flags

Should you require a national flag, a custom flag using 
your brand images, a crest, or other intricate designs, our 
skilled in-house sewing team can produce this for you.

   Washable at 30°c

   Supplied ready to fly

   Stock storage available for bulk orders with smaller  
                quantities being dispatched when required.

Poly Blockout and Poly Canvas

These heavy duty fabrics are ideal for listed buildings 
where hard signage may not be an option.

These heavy weight materials ensure that the design of 
your flag is visible at all times.

   Two different designs on a double sided  
                flag on the Poly Canvas fabric

   No show through on the Poly Blockout fabric

   Stock storage available for bulk orders with smaller  
                quantities being dispatched when required.

Digitally or Screen Printed Flags 

Digital printing allows your flag to have a complex design, 
whilst maintaining a quick turnaround time.  
Our digital printers are able to reproduce high quality, crisp 
photographic images to represent your branding and 
replicate your logo.

We can also screen print your flag to match your Pantone, 
onto a variety of substrates and print up to eight solid 
colours.

   Print process to suit both large and smaller print runs

   Can make exact matches to pantone colours

   Choose from a wide variety of substrates 

   Finished ready to fly 

   Double-sided print option available 

   Washable at 30°
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Whether you require an installation of our products at one 
UK site or sites nationwide, our team can help.

Guidance on where to site a new pole.

Advice and help with planning permissions where needed.

We carry out a site survey and provide you with a

full report and installation plan.

Safe and secure installation in line with health

and safety standards.

Out of hours installation available.

Covers both ground and wall-mounted flag poles.
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With a variety of frames and finishes to choose from, we have lots of solutions to 
ensure you have the best display at any event.

   Banners provide the perfect canvas for your promotional message

 
PVC Banners
Easy, simple and effective banner solution with brass eyelets,  
ensuring sufficient support and display of your design. 
PVC banners are extremely versatile and perfect for a vast array  
of locations thanks to their durable yet flexible base material.  

   A range of finishes 

   Cost-effective display solution

   Bespoke sizes available

Non Woven Banners
Offering all the benefits of PVC, non-woven banners are an innovative and an 
extremely versatile replacement for PVC on longer print runs.
Non-woven polyester is very light, but equally very strong, and provides a 
durable substrate on which to print strong, vibrant colours. The final product 
can be supplied ready to display, or alternatively, on the roll for maximum cost 
effectiveness.  

   Wrinkle resistant 

   Can be washed

   Lightweight for handling and transportation 

   Used internally and externally

PVC Hanging Banners

Non Woven Banners

PVC Banners
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   We can also offer powder-coated frames to a specific RAL colour

Wall mounted Banner Frame

The wall mounted banner frame is a highly visible means of  
displaying your promotional banner outside.

The banners are easily interchangeable ensuring your  
promotional messages can be updated at any time.

Free-standing A Shaped Banner Frame

   Easy to assemble as the  aluminum frame simply clicks together

   Supplied with a carry bag and 2 heavy-duty pegs per leg section

   Ideal for events, this frame can be used with one or two banners
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Fence scrim and covers are a great way to showcase your brand 
and promote your products and services. It is also a low cost 
alternative to hard signage and highly effective for transforming 
areas at any major event.

   Versatile as covers are reusable and interchangeable 

   Easy to transport so you can be taken anywhere 

   Ideal for segregating areas
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Turn your building or event structure into your biggest advertising space 
with our stage and building wraps. Made from durable materials, perfect 
for events, promotions or unveiling something special to get your brand 
easily recognised.

Wraps can be made from a selection of materials including knitted  
polyester, heavy knitted polyester, polymesh and pvc mesh. Our building 
wraps are made to your building’s exact specification  
providing it with that tailored unique fit.
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Our backpack flags are a lightweight 
and cost effective way of promoting 
your brand products and services 
whilst on the move. Ideal for directing 
festival goers to people selling set 
lists or visitor information.

   Lightweight backpack with padding for comfort

   Two standard flag styles to choose from re-useable

   Easy to assemble and transport

   A great alternative to foam boards as leaves  
 hands free to carry samples or leaflets
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Bunting

Bunting is a fun way to promote your brand, or offer, 
celebrate an opening event or launch maybe a 
product. 

We also have a selection of stock bunting available 
from festive, party, multi coloured and national flag 
designs for any occasion.

Cafe Barriers

Portable and easy to assemble, our café barriers are a great way 
of segmenting external spaces and a highly effective promotional 
tool which serves a practical purpose. Perfect for almost any 
location, banners can be branded with your logo or advertising 
messages, making this display system a great way of enhancing 
your brand awareness.

 Two ranges to choose from, black or chrome.

   Chrome and black frame options 

   Interchangeable banners 

   Double sided print option available 

   Easy to assemble 

   Available in a variety of substrates

Black cafe barrier

Chrome cafe barrier
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This rotating overhead indoor banner creates a bold and 
stylish impact at any indoor event. The Carousel will easily draw 
attention to your brand by promoting your products effectively.

Printed onto knitted polyester and supported by our flexible fibre 
frame with hanging wires. This product will bring your products to 
life with maximum impact. This comes in five standard sizes and 
can be designed to your exact specifications.

Why not create more than one banner on the carousel?

Your message could be displayed on different levels,  
giving a 3 dimensional display.

   Suitable for internal use only

   Five standard sizes available

   Flexible fibre frame & knitted polyester banner

   Tiered system available

   Available in a variety of substrates
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Transform your foyer or reception area with our high quality canvases. 

We can create canvas art from your favourite image, photograph or images of products  
giving you the opportunity to personalise those finishing touches.

Our canvases are supplied fully-assembled and we offer a gallery wrap finish which adds  
that extra special touch.

   Robust pine frame

   Available in a wide range of sizes 

   Supplied stretched & ready to hang

   Gallery wrap available
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Roller Banners

Easy to erect and portable, our  
roll- up banner displays are perfect for 
exhibitions, events, showrooms, and  
sales presentations.

Choose from SoFlat PVC or satin 
depending on your requirements and 
desired final look.

   Two models to choose from, standard or elite

   Supplied with a carrier case

   Available in various widths

Folding Pop-Up Banners

Lightweight and suitable for internal and external use, our 
folding pop-ups can be displayed in seconds.

Variety of sizes and styles. Fitted with flexible fibre rods for 
stability. Folded flat in handy carry case. 
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Foamex Display Boards

   Foamex is a superior quality board

   Extremely versatile PVC foam sheet that is fabrication friendly

   It has a fine cell structure that makes it the preferred choice  
  for professional digital printers

   Cost-effective alternative to more expensive options such as plywood,  
  MDF or aluminium, and extremely durable

   Foamex is Water Repellent / weatherproof and does not ingress  
  moisture so it is ideal for external applications

   A strong, rigid material, it is easy to hang using self tapping screws

   Beautiful photo quality images

What is Foamex?

Foamex boards are smooth, light, durable and ensure your marketing has 
visual appeal for a long time. They have versatile usage as can be used  for 
indoor and outdoor displays are available with a wooden pointed dowel 
stake to go into the ground.
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Corex Display Boards

We understand the evolving signage needs of housing developments 
and have great solutions for your changing messages. 

Our Corex boards are ideal short term signage as they are light, 
versatile and weather resistant enabling you to position outdoors. 

   Signage is available in a range of standard sizes to suit every purpose

   Corex is a great budget, entry level material for signage for a variety of uses

   Corex signs are particularly ideal for outdoor advertising including  
  estate agents signage

   Water Repellent and weatherproof

Example usage for Corex Boards: For Sale signs etc
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Stretex Display Stands

   Suitable for use indoors only

   Cost-effective

   Double-sided graphic options available

   Fabric covers are washable at 30°

   The whole range fits into the boot of a car

   Symbol coded frames for easy assembly

   Carry cases are included as standard (not inc. The Frame)

The Stretex Range is available with lighting options,  The Frame and The Flare can be fitted with internal lighting system for a more subtle effect.

Mix and match our versatile and affordable new range to complete your perfect  
display and bring your brand to life with high impact display graphics.          

The Stretex Frame

   Suitable for use indoors and out (Stretex Frame only)

   Can be wall mounted, suspended or free standing 

   Easily assembled using the ‘Alan Key’ tool included 
The Curve The Flare The Wall

The Wave  

The Counter

The Frame 
(suspended)

The Frame 
(free standing)
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Graphic Design / Photography

Using the right design is critical to develop your corporate 
identity and present your brand to your stakeholders. 

House Graphics is an experienced design team based 
in Kimbolton, Cambridgeshire and creates designs and 
websites for customers throughout the country. 

We offer a full range of services, including graphic design, 
website building, photography and image retouching. 

From refreshing your brand identity to creating a striking 
design for print or online our graphic design team provide 
you with a professional service and quality products what 
ever the size of your business.

HOUSE 

GRAPHICS. 

CO.UK
visit:   housegraphics.co.uk 
tel:  01480 862358  
email:  enquiries@housegraphics.co.uk

BRAND IDENTITY

PHOTO RETOUCHING

PHOTOGRAPHY

WEBSITES

GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Wallpaper

 

WALLPAPER
ANY INDOOR SPACE

Our high quality wallpaper uses the 
latest print technology to showcase your 
design and turns your blank canvas into a 
statement in any office or retail space.

We have a wide range of materials to 
choose from and if you  require a different 
finish or need a sample just give us a call.

We also offer an installation service to 
ensure your space looks its best.

Digital wallpaper and  window graphics made easy
See our dedicated website for wall coverings at... 
digiwallmurals.co.uk

DIGIWALL
MURALS.
CO.UK
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One Way Vision & Window Graphics

One way Vision 
Brand any window around your office or show 
house with our one way vision.

    Easy to apply and creates a sense of privacy 
    Advertise and promote your business

Window Graphics 
Most offices have to comply with Glass 
Manifestation legislation. We make glass 
manifestations for glass windows, doors and 
partitions.

    Frosted or etched vinyl  
    Bold bright colours 
    Bespoke images

Internal Floor Graphics 
All our floor graphics are full colour, slip resistant 
and easy to apply.

    Cost effective 

    Attention grabbing 

   Highly durable. Any size or colour
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Contact

All graphics and diagrams shown are for illustrative purposes only.

Birmingham Office 
1048 Coventry Road 
Hay Mills 
Birmingham 
B25 8DP

Tel: 0121 773 6789

flags.co.uk Head Office 
Bicton Industrial 
Park, Kimbolton, 
Cambridgeshire  
PE28 0LQ

Tel: 01480 861 678

South West Office 
Ash House, Cookway 
Bindon Road, Taunton  
TA2 6BJ

Tel: 01823 330 733
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